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qualities which were most admired in man and with which he
so liberally endows Odysseus - cunning, resolution, industry,
and unfaltering courage. It is she too who has given Penelope
her outstanding gifts, ^her skill in fine handicraft, her excellent
brain, and that genius she has for getting her way'. When Homer
does not describe the disguise she has for the moment adopted,
we may think other as a tall and beautiful woman, with brilliant
eyes, clad in a white robe, with the aegis, a goatskin cloak, across
her breast, a crested helmet on her head, and a long spear in her
hand. Most vivid and alive of Hornets gods, she dominates the
Odyssey. And this is true even though there are moments when
we are at a loss to say whether the poet means us to imagine her
actual presence or to understand only that his characters are ex-
ercising the mother-wit which she personifies. Finally, though
the rest of Homer's gods are by no means distinguished for
nicety in their ideas of fun, he has endowed his favourite god-
dess with a sense of humour as delicate as his own.
I do not propose to embarrass the reader with elaborate rules
for the pronunciation of the names of these gods and the other
proper names in Homer; but two hints may be useful. The final
-e should be sounded (Athene has three syllables, Penelope four,
Here two). And secondly, -eus is a diphthong (Zeus rhymes
with p^ce, and Odysseus has three syllables only). Here too,
while on the subject of names, I must point out that although
I have talked, throughout this introduction, ofGreece and the
Greeks, the reader will not come across these names in the text.
They were not used by Homer, nor were the terms Hellas and
Hellenes applied by him to the whole of what we call Greece,
except in one highly doubtful case. The people he describes were
known to him as Achaeans, and their country as Achaea, though
he calls them also Argwes and Danaans with an apparent im-
partiality that we need not inquire into here.
The rest of what I have to say is addressed more especially to
those who know Greek and are interested in the problems in-
volved in the translation of Homer. It has been my aim to pre-
sent the modern reader with a rendering of the Odyssey which

